
 On Friday 6th September the Hampshire Golf Club laid on a Charity Day in aid of the Icknield School 
and Trust.  Planning for this day had been the task of all three Captains for the year, with a number of 
others chipping in to help.  This help ranged from selling raffle tickets, finding sponsors, making score 
cards, course preparation and IT assistance.  To all the people that helped and to all who contributed such 
as Raffle prizes a big Thank You. 
  

 Ideally the day would have been warm, dry and with perhaps just a light wind, but as ever nothing 
is ever perfect, with the early part of the afternoon was peppered with rain showers.  Fortunately, later in 
the day things improved. 
 

 Various sponsors had contributed to the day by sponsoring one of the holes on the course and a 
pictorial view of them can be found by selecting the Sponsors Tab on the Social page.  
 

 The format for the day was to be a ‘Bowmaker’ which meant that the best two Stableford scores 
from each team of four would count.  There would also be a best score for both male and female 
competitors along with various spot prizes at specific points around the course.  During the day there 
would also be a putting competition, a beat the pro simulator competition, guess the number of tees in a 
jar, as well as the Raffle which in itself had 59 prizes.  After the golf had finished the Management were 
laying on a BBQ, and a musical spot from the Tumbleweeds.  So, plenty going on during the afternoon and 
evening, and everyone having the chance to win something. 
 

 17 teams took part, with a mixture of members and non-members, with teams often having a mix 
of both men and ladies.  Each team would consist of four players, and the competition would have a shot 
gun start.  As teams moved around the course, at hole 18 and 9 team scores were collected to produce a 
running total.  Thanks to help from two new ladies Kim and Kay who did an excellent job running back and 
forth with scores.    
 

 With everyone in, the evening kicked off with a presentation from the Headmaster of Icknield 
School and Trust.  Whilst this was happening the scorer was frantically completing the results in order that 
the presentation could immediately follow.  We are grateful to Sean Cannon who, thanks to the results 
being completed, was able to present the prizes?  Again, for picture of those winning and other picture 
please select the various links on the Social page.  
 

 

 


